Guidelines for proposal to the Business Programme of
9 ¾ St. Petersburg International Legal Forum
In 2021, the Forum will be held online. The main planned events of the Business Programme are discussion
sessions lasting for 60 minutes with the participation of 4-5 speakers (including a moderator).
To apply for the organization of the event it is necessary to phrase and email to the the Programme Committee
the concept of the event that includes short description of the event, grounds for the subject’s urgency, list of
potential questions to discuss and list of possible Speakers. Suggested concept must meet the high needs and
interests of the SPBILF audience.
The list of Key speakers of the past year is available for your information on the official SPBILF website:
https://spblegalforum.com/en/speakers/2020. Before contacting and inviting the Speakers, it is necessary to
coordinate with the SPBILF Programme Committee the concept and preliminary list of Speakers.
The Programme Committee of the Forum considers the proposal and in case of interest to it gives a
recommendation to include the proposal to the SPBILF Business Programme.
Recommended form for a concept
Topic of the event
Full title of the event’s topic. The total number of characters should not
exceed 140 symbols with space

Topic

Organizer
Company’s name/Name and Surname of an event’s supervisor and
his/her contact details

Organizer

Target audience
Who will be interested in attending your event?

Lawyers, legal consultants, ...

Preliminary list of event’s participants – Speakers and Moderator.
The total number of panelists must be no more than 4-5 (including a
Moderator), nevertheless, the request may include enlarged Speaker’s
list in case of possible cancellations or changes in it. For ensuring an
interesting and fruitful discussion the Programme Committee advices
to include in the Speakers list specialists engaged in the following
sectors:
 business community (governance and heads of legal
departments);
 state regulatory bodies and/or international organizations
(heads and deputy heads);
 legal and/or management advisors (partners and heads of
practices);
 law schools.

Name, Surname and Speaker’s
Position
Name, Surname and Speaker’s
Position
Name, Surname and Speaker’s
Position
…

Short description event including the main idea of the topic, its urgency and the list of potential sub-topics
to cover
…Description of the event…

